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This unique keepsake album allows you to record a lifetime of memories -- the details of each

anniversary celebration and special moments throughout the years of your marriage.From your

wedding day through your 60th anniversary -- 1st-15th, 20th, 25th, 30th, 35th, 40th, 45th, 50th, 55th,

and 60th -- this album provides a left-hand page for a photograph of you and your spouse and a

right-hand prompted record page for your memories.Record keeper includes a helpful list of flowers

and traditional and modern gifts for each anniversary.Inside back cover pocket holds keepsakes,

photographs, other mementos.Heavyweight premium paper stock in warm parchment features

lovely floral watercolors by painter Jo Gershman.Enjoy wise and witty quotations about love and

marriage throughout.''How-to'' sheet included offers tips for use.Heirloom quality archival, acid-free

album preserves your memories for years to come.56 pages.Concealed wire-o binding.Measures

11 inches wide x 8-3/4 inches high.Polybagged for protection.Gift-boxed for your convenience; gift

box is handy for storage, too.A pleasure to work on.Makes a much-appreciated wedding, newlywed,

or first anniversary (''paper'') gift.
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This book came out more beautifully than what I expected. It came in a cute little white box to store

it. The pages definitely feel durable, resisting wear and tear. Just like how it shows in the preview, it

gives you a page to place a picture, and the next page that would correspond with that picture. The

book starts on the wedding day, then every year from the first to fifteenth anniversaries. Then it

goes from the fifteenth to the sixtieth anniversaries every five years (i.e. fifteenth, twentieth,



twenty-fifth, thirtieth, thirty-fifth, etc.) In every page, it's beautifully decorated with all sorts of flower

designs, accompanied with great marriage quotes by well-known people. And in the back cover,

there's this cute little folder flap that you can place extra photos or memorabilia or whatever you like

in there. I'm so excited to give this present for the first anniversary for my husband and I! I also think

this would be a great gift for newlywed couples! I know that I'm going to give this book to two of my

friends that are getting married next year, and I'm sure they'll enjoy this as well! In other words, this

book was definitely worth it!

I buy these for wedding shower gifts and everyone -- recipient and guests always LOVE it. Of

course, bride never gets a duplicate and it's something they can treasure for years to come. My

husband and I got a similar book for our wedding and update it every anniversary with a photo and a

few lines about the highlights of the past year. It's been fun to look back and remember and to look

forward to doing it each year.

Oddly, the book I received, though lovely pages, was bound with half the pages upside down! I

returned it! Now that I read other reviews, I see that the book was supposed to arrive inside a white

gift box, and mine was not in a gift box. I think someone knew something.....I usually by the

Wedding Anniversary book, and have given many of them as gifts. I just wanted to try this 1.

My husband and I will be celebrating our first wedding anniversary this fall and I was looking for

something to capture our anniversaries. This book is high quality and has plenty of space for

writing/pictures, etc. It also comes in a white box for easy storage.

It was a first wedding anniversary for my grandson and his wife. She lived it she said she had been

thinking about making an album for their anniversary. This was the perfect gift

I bought this for my two daughters. One recently married and the other married 2 yrs.They BOTH

LOVE IT..

Very beautiful. A special way to preserve memories. Bought one for me and my husband on our

second anniversary and then for my brother and his wife for their first anniversary . They loved it.

And I love mine.



Kind of outdated design but the idea is really nice. I bought one for a wedding gift and one for us

too. It doesn't really matter what the design is because over time it will most likely become outdated

anyway.
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